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At GTG Training, we’ve been helping people stay safe for over 25 years.

We provide various interactive, classroom-based courses that ensure a sound understanding of 
health and safety practices. We design bespoke health and safety solutions, and boast an extensive 
and diverse client list — from hospitality and leisure to automotive and recycling companies. We also 
welcome individuals looking to boost their career potential by taking essential health and safety 
training courses.

Our clients all have one thing in common — when it comes to health and safety matters, we’re their 
trusted first port of call.

About GTG Training
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Public

Public Health & Safety courses are offered throughout the year and are open to organisations 
or individuals. You can find course info at gtg.co.uk/training-courses/health-and-safety or 
speak to one of our account managers to check upcoming dates and availability.

Private

Organisations can arrange private training for their team on a date that suits them. You can 
also choose to host any of our health and safety courses onsite at your own premises or at 
our fantastic facilities in Glasgow, Edinburgh or the West Midlands.

Online

Many of our courses are now available online via video call. Check the information listed 
on the relevant course outline in this booklet to find out if your chosen course can be 
completed online.

Ways to learn
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Course description

The First Aid at Work course is designed to help employers meet the legal requirements of the Health & 
Safety at Work Act 1974 and is formally certificated by the First Aid Industry Body. 

This training course will provide key health and safety skills that allow first aiders to effectively deal with 
injured people, or people who have suffered sudden illness before medical aid is available. Delegates 
are required to take a refresher course every three years.  

Who should attend this course?

Anyone designated to act in the role of the first aider in the workplace. 

Key benefits

• F.A.I.B. approved training course. 

• Provides the skills and knowledge required for first aid and the techniques to apply them.  

• Teaches principles and practice of first aid and the roles and responsibilities of a first aider. 

• Incident and casualty management, including top-to-toe survey. 

• Care and monitoring of the unconscious casualty (i.e. recovery position and Glasgow Coma Scale).

• Competent use of an automated external defibrillator. 

Course content 

• Disorders of airway and breathing

• Circulatory and anaphylactic shock

• Disorders of circulation (i.e. heart disorders)

• CPR (cardio pulmonary resuscitation) protocol 

• Treatment of wounds and bleeding

• Disorders of the brain (i.e. concussions, compression, stroke, diabetes and seizures)

• Treatment of burns and scalds 

• The theory of bones, muscles and joints 

• The effects of poisons on the body

• The effects of temperature on the body

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required, however delegates should have the ability to cope with physically 
demanding emergency procedures.  

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

3 days Classroom Public or private 
courses available

FAIB

 
Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

F.A.I.B. Approved First Aid at Work
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Course description

This course helps employers meet their legal requirement under The Health & Safety at Work etc. Act 
1974 and is formally certificated by the First Aid Industry Body. 

This course will cover the safest and most effective ways to dispense first aid to those whom have been 
injured or suffer sudden illness before medical assistance arrives. Delegates are required to refresh their 
skills every three years.   

Who should attend this course?

Anyone designated to act in the role of first aider in the workplace. 

Key benefits

• Updates and re-qualifies delegates to the standard required by HSE, for the purpose of the Health & 
Safety First Aid Regulations 1981. 

• Provides updates on any new procedures. 

• Refreshes the knowledge and skills required for being a first aider in the workplace. 

Course content

• Dealing with casualties in the correct treatment position

• Carrying out CPR (cardio pulmonary resuscitation)

• Treating wounds and bleeding

• Effectively using an Automated External Defibrillator

• Becoming able to identify and treat the following conditions:

• Airway and breathing problems 

• Heart disorders

• Circulatory and anaphylactic shock

• Burns and scalds 

Prerequisites

Delegates must hold a valid ‘First Aid at Work’ certificate. Attendance at a three-day First Aid at Work 
course will be compulsory if validity has lapsed. 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

2 days Classroom Public or private 
courses available

FAIB

 
Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

F.A.I.B. Approved Refresher First Aid at Work
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Course description

This is a 3-hour, instructor-led course which aims to provide an understanding of, and practical training 
in, the delivery of first aid whilst utilising PPE to reduce the risk of infection.

Course content

• PPE requirements to help reduce the risk of spreading coronavirus

• Administering CPR safely 

• Administering first aid whilst wearing PPE 

• Information and guidance on using first aid equipment 

• Help with understanding Government Guidelines

Key benefits

By the end of the training session you should have an understanding of how to administer first aid 
during the current Coronavirus outbreak whilst protecting yourself and others.

Prerequisites

A valid First Aid certificate dated within the last 3 years.

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

Half day Classroom or online Public or private 
courses available

FAIB

 
Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

COVID Update - Existing First Aiders Course
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Course description

This course is designed to help employers with their legal requirements regarding the Health & Safety 
at Work etc. Act 1974 and provides delegates with the necessary skills to carry out emergency first aid 
at work before medical aid arrives. 

This course is formally certified by the First Aid Industry Body and delegates are required to refresh 
their skills every three years. 

Who should attend this course?

Anyone designated to act in the role of first aider in the workplace. 

Course content

• Carrying out the roles and responsibilities of a first aider until medical help is available.

• Acting in an emergency situation. 

• Caring for an unconscious casualty.

• Dealing with circulatory and/or anaphylactic shock. 

• Carrying out Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR).

• Dealing with a choking casualty. 

• Dealing with a casualty suffering a seizure.

• Dealing with minor injuries and external bleeding. 

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required. However, delegates should have the ability to cope with stressful 
and physically demanding emergency procedures. 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

1 day Classroom Public or private 
courses available

FAIB

 
Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

F.A.I.B. Emergency First Aid
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Course description

This course is presented by our qualified SMHFA instructor and quality is continuously monitored by 
NHS Health Scotland. Scotland’s Mental Health First Aid is supported by the Scottish Government to 
improve and promote the mental health of people in Scotland.

Who should attend this course?

The Mental Health First Aid course has similarities to a physical First Aid course (although it’s more 
complex in nature). It is about learning ways to help others (and yourself) in the event of a developing 
mental health problem; experiencing the worsening of an existing mental health problem or being in a 
mental health crisis – until appropriate professional help is received, or the crisis resolves.

The course will benefit anyone with a professional or personal interest in mental health and wellbeing. 
Many businesses and HR managers have found the course to be a great asset to their own role in 
helping to support staff, colleagues and volunteers.

Key benefits

By the end of this course, participants will have considered: 

• Attitudes to mental health and equality issues

• Developing active listening skills

• The impact of alcohol and drugs on mental health

• Suicide and how to talk and ask about it

• Understanding self-harming behaviours

• Understanding depression, anxiety, psychosis and how to offer first aid to someone experiencing 
these conditions

• The recovery message 

The course does not train people to be mental health workers or counsellors but offers general 
information and insights around mental health issues. The knowledge gained, and the understanding 
developed on the course helps to remove the stigma and fear around mental health and gives 
participants the confidence to approach a person in distress, establish the facts as far as possible, offer 
initial comfort, provide advice regarding the access of professional support, encourage self-help and 
provide signposting where appropriate. By upskilling your staff, you will give people the tools to keep 
themselves and their colleagues healthy.

The impact of Mental Health First Aid Training

Participants report a range of improvements to their own and to the mental health of those around 
them from implementing their learnings from the course. Participants say they feel more confident 
about approaching someone who appears distressed or supporting someone who is expecting a mental 
health problem. 

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required.  
 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

2 days Classroom Public or private 
courses available

SQA

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✗

Mental Health Awareness First Aid
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Course description

This course is designed to make sure that selected personnel can effectively carry out the duties of a 
fire warden, giving employers a well-trained workforce that can help them to reduce the risk of injury 
from fire. 

In the event of a fire, the fire warden responds calmly, quickly and effectively to ensure the safe and full 
evacuation of everybody on the premises. 

We work in partnership with The Institute of Fire Engineers, which means our course material is 
accredited to awarding body standard and is in line with UK legislation. 

Who should attend this course?

Employees who have been or are about to be appointed as a fire warden with fire safety responsibilities 
within an organisation. This course is also designed to help private individuals understand hazards 
beyond the workplace.  

Key benefits

• Encourages personnel to take an active role in the protection of staff and business premises in the 
event of a fire. 

Course content 

• Underpinning knowledge of fire warden duties. 

• Assisting with an effective evacuation process. 

• Understanding the laws and implementation of controls.

• Practical instruction on the safe use of the fire extinguishers.  

Prerequisites

There are no formal criteria for this course. However, delegates should be prepared to carry out their 
role in a potentially stressful situation.   
 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

Half day Classroom or online Public or private 
courses available

GTG

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

Fire Warden Training
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Course description

This course is designed to give delegates the opportunity to rethink the way they lift and handle items 
at work, to explore safer ways to do so and enable delegates to understand the importance or the need 
to plan out a way to carry out tasks with the opportunity to practice kinetic methods in the workplace. 

Who should attend this course?

All personnel involved in manual handling and lifting at work and employees responsible for the Health 
and Safety of fellow staff at work. 

Course content

• State the current legislation on manual handling operations. 

• Demonstrate the effect on the spine of the correct and incorrect lifting techniques. 

• Demonstrate the correct manual lifting and handling techniques. 

• The course outlines employer and employee duties. 

• Spinal awareness, injuries and their causes. 

• Consideration to be taken before lifting and handling tasks and assessing such task and risks. 

• Correct lifting and handling techniques will be demonstrated and followed by practical lifting and 
handling and include team work/lifting. 

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required. 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

Half day Classroom or online Public or private 
courses available

GTG

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

 

Manual Handling
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Course description

The course provides an opportunity to understand and practice a professional approach to training 
design and delivery, with a structured syllabus and assessment opportunity. It is ideal for anyone who 
needs to either understand the basics of training practice, or wants to refine their training techniques. 
The course will also give delegates the skills to deliver sound manual handling techniques and 
understand the processes of conducting manual handling risk assessments. Those who have never 
delivered training before will find it an ideal basis for their future training activities. The programme will 
involve a significant amount of hands-on activity with additional work outside the sessions to develop 
the content and materials for assessment on the final day. The programme is quite demanding because 
it results in the acquisition of new skills and techniques over a short period of time. 

Who should attend this course?

Managers, supervisors, instructors, training officers, safety professionals and others who are 
responsible for instructing others in manual handling and for carrying out manual handling risk 
assessments. Certification applies to the company with which delegates are currently employed and 
covers the instruction of employees within that organisation only. 

Units and elements of competence

• On completion of the course, delegates should be able to:

• Design training sessions by carrying out effective planning and preparation. 

• Understand how training can be best delivered to secure effective learning. 

• Understand how to structure and design training sessions. 

• Make training sessions interesting, stimulating and relevant. 

• Prepare and deliver a manual handling awareness training package. 

• Carry out and record suitable and sufficient manual handling risk assessments. 

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required. 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

3 days Classroom Public or private 
courses available

GTG

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

Manual Handling Instructors
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Course description

This regulated and nationally recognised qualification has been specifically designed to increase 
awareness of safety considerations whilst working at height, including the importance of the equipment 
used and how to ensure a safe working environment. 

During this 3 hour course, candidates will focus on the safety considerations, legal obligations, control 
measures and reporting procedures for working at height; leaving the course with knowledge of a wide 
variety of equipment and the principles used to ensure safe working at height. 

Who should attend this course?

The QA Level 2 Award in Working at Height (RQF) is ideal for those who work, or are aspiring to work 
in any type of environment that may require them to work at height, such as: building and construction, 
agriculture, forestry, factories, warehouses and more. 

What’s covered?

• Legislation, regulations, roles and responsibilities when working at height 
• The consequences of non-compliance 
• Safe working practices when working at height
• How to reduce the risks from: 
• Weather conditions
• Working environments
• Others working at height
• Falling objects
• Fragile surfaces
• Importance of risk assessments 
• Rescue plan requirements 
• Types of equipment and testing requirements 
• Selecting appropriate equipment 
• Identifying safety precautions when using equipment 

• Reporting procedures when equipment is faulty 

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required. 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

Half day Classroom Public or private 
courses available

GTG

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

Working at Height
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Course description

The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (COSHH) require employers to 
control exposure to hazardous substances to prevent ill-health. The Level 2 Certification in COSHH 
Risk Assessment provides formal recognition of an individual’s ability to undertake a COSHH risk 
assessment in line with the Health and Safety Executives Approved Code of Practice. Accredited by the 
Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA) at Level 2 in the National Qualifications Framework. 

Key benefits

• A nationally-recognised, transferable qualification based on the Health and Safety Executive’s 
guidance to the regulations. 

• Allows employers to get more of their staff properly qualified to carry out COSHH risk assessments, 
helping them to meet their legal obligations. 

• Up-to-date and practical training, supplemented with completely new learning materials and 
specially developed interactive learning sessions. 

• A fit for purpose assessment task related directly to the candidate’s workplace, testing the 
application of learning in a practical context. 

Course framework

Our training utilises the very latest learning methods, with special emphasis on participative and 
interactive techniques. Overall, the aim of our training is to share knowledge and practical experience 
and, through tutor-led sessions, build on that experience so that every participant is able to manage risk 
assessment effectively and realistically. 

The training sets out to develop sound and practical knowledge and understanding for day-to-day 
application in the workplace and prepares each participant for the Level 2 qualification assessment. 

Course content

• Reasons for conducting COSHH risk assessments.

• Main legislation relating to COSHH risk assessment. 

• Competencies required of COSHH risk assessors. 

• Hazardous substances and their effects on the body. 

• Main classifications for hazardous substances. 

• Interpreting information from safety data sheets. 

• Use of workplace exposure limits. 

• Factors affecting assessment of risk.

• Risk control strategies.

• Recording the findings of a COSHH risk assessment. 

• Making recommendations based on the findings. 

• Reviewing and revising a COSHH risk assessment. 

Assessment arrangements

Candidates complete a workplace-based risk assessment task and submit this electronically to BSC 
Awards for marking by an external examiner. Results and certificates are issued within ten days.  

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required.    

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

Half day Classroom Public or private 
courses available

GTG

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✗

Certificate in COSHH Risk Assessment
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Course description

The Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992 require employers to assess both 
the workstation and the working environment of employees who regularly use computer workstations. 

The Level 2 Certificate in DSE Risk Assessment provides formal recognition of an individual’s ability to 
undertake a DSE risk assessment in accordance with the Health and Safety Executives guidance to the 
regulations. Accredited by the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA) at Level 2 in the National 
Qualifications Framework. 

Key benefits

• A nationally-recognised, transferable qualification based on the Health and Safety Executive’s 
guidance to the regulations. 

• Allows employers to get more of their staff properly qualified to carry out DSE risk assessments, 
helping them to meet their legal obligations. 

• Up-to-date and practical training, supplemented with completely new learning materials and 
specially developed interactive learning sessions. 

• A fit for purpose assessment task related directly to the candidates workplace, testing the 
application of learning in a practical context. 

Course framework

Our training utilises the very latest learning methods, with special emphasis on participative and 
interactive techniques. Overall, the aim of our training is to share knowledge and practical experience 
and, through tutor-led sessions, build on that experience so that every participant is able to manage risk 
assessment effectively and realistically. 

The training sets out to develop sound and practical knowledge and understanding for day-to-day 
application in the workplace and prepares each participant for the Level 2 qualification assessment. 

Course content

• Reasons for conducting DSE risk assessments.

• Main legislation relating to DSE risk assessment. 

• Competencies required of DSE risk assessors. 

• Health effects relating to DSE use. 

• Main causes of ill-health relating to DSE use. 

• Principles and benefits of good ergonomic design. 

• Minimum requirements for workstations. 

• Recording the findings of a DSE risk assessment. 

• Making recommendations based on the findings. 

• Reviewing and revising a DSE risk assessment.  

Assessment arrangements

Candidates complete a workplace-based risk assessment task and submit this electronically to BSC 
Awards for marking by an external examiner. Results and certificates are issued within ten days.

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required.    

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

Half day Classroom or online Public or private 
courses available

GTG

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

Certificate in DSE Risk Assessment
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Course description

The Level 1 Award in Health and Safety in a Construction Environment provides learners with an essential foundation 
in construction-related health and safety. It’s suitable for individuals wanting to work in the construction industry and 
those already employed in the industry seeking to renew their knowledge in this area. 

Who should attend this course?

This qualification was developed in partnership with the construction industry training board (CITB). From 1st 
July 2014, people wishing to apply for a CSCS Green Card need to pass a Level 1 award in health and safety in a 
construction environment – or they must hold a valid site safety plus health and safety awareness course certificate 
and pass a CITB operatives health, safety and environment test within two years of applying for a new card.  

Course content 

This course is set out in modular format, covering essential subjects in construction such as:

• The importance of health and safety
• Legal responsibilities for health and safety
• Fatalities, injuries and ill-health in construction
• Risk assessments and method statements
• Reporting accidents and ill-health
• Moving vehicles and mobile plant

• Hazardous substances, fire safety, noise safety and personal protective equipment (PPE) 

Assessment

A multiple-choice exam is taken at the end of the course lasting 60 minutes. This consists of 40 multiple choice 
questions. Candidates need to achieve 26 correct answers to pass the assessment. The grading is pass or fail only. 

Certificate

The Level 1 Award in Health and Safety in a Construction Environment is a prerequisite for anyone applying for a 
CSCS skills card. 

Prerequisites

There are no formal entry requirements for this qualification. However, we expect learners to have adequate levels of 
literacy to undertake the examination. 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

2 days Classroom or online Public or private 
courses available

IOSH

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

Health and Safety in a  
Construction Environment (CSCS)
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Course description

Working Safely is an accredited course for employees from any sector with no specific supervisory or managerial 
responsibility. It provides a grounding in the essentials of health and safety – everyone at work should have an 
understanding of why they must ‘work safely’ and this course offers exactly that. 

Working Safely introduces a completely new approach to health and safety training, and offers the full scope 
of a high-impact and interactive session. 

Who should attend this course?

People at any level, in any sector, who require a grounding in the essentials of health and safety in the workplace. 

Course content 

• Introduction to working safely

• Assessing risk 

• Understanding your responsibilities 

• Improving safety performance 

• Defining and identifying risks and hazards

Assessment

Delegates will be evaluated using a multi-format question paper and a multiple-choice hazard spotting exercise. 

Certificate

An IOSH certificate will be issued to the delegates upon successful completion of the institution’s approved 
assessment procedures. 

Prerequisites

This course is designed for those with some managerial responsibilities and experience – however, there are no 
formal entry criteria. 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

1 day Classroom or online Public or private 
courses available

IOSH

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

IOSH Working Safely 
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Course description

IOSH Managing Safely is a course designed for those who are responsible for the day to day welfare of employees, 
visitors, clients, suppliers and contractors while they’re on business premises. The course will deliver a varied scope 
of elements, such as how to effectively risk assess, and will ensure that organisational statutory duties and best 
practice of Health and Safety in the workplace are easily incorporated into day to day life. 

Who should attend this course?

People within an organisation who will be, or are currently responsible for managing Health and Safety within their 
working capacity, e.g. managers, supervisors and team leaders. This course provides a good grounding in the 
understanding of key Health and Safety responsibilities. 

Course content 

The course is set out in modular format:

• Introduction to managing safely

• Assessing risk 

• Controlling risk 

• Understanding your responsibilities 

• Identifying hazards 

• Investigating accidents and incidents

• Measuring performance 

Certificate

An IOSH certificate will be issued to delegates upon successful completion of the institution’s approved assessment 
procedures. 

Prerequisites

This course is designed for those with some managerial responsibilities and experience, however there is no formal 
entry criteria. 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

3 days Classroom or online Public or private 
courses available

IOSH

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

IOSH Managing Safely 
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Course description

This course is designed for delegates who have undertaken the IOSH Managing Safely course within the last three 
years. It provides them with a refresher of the subjects covered and updates any legislation changes. There is a short 
test at the end of the course and on completion of the course delegates will receive an IOSH certificate.

Who should attend this course?

Anyone who has completed the IOSH Managing Safely course within the last three years. 

Course content 

• To update delegates’ knowledge and understanding of health and safety issues. 

• To review the changes in legislation and the impact on companies. 

• To provide delegates with an understanding of compliance and practical systems control. 

• Synopsis of health and safety legislation updates. 

• Safety management systems. 

• Active and reactive monitoring. 

• Hazard and risk definition. 

• Risk assessment and control measures. 

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required. 

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

1 day Classroom or online Public or private 
courses available

IOSH

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✓

IOSH Managing Safely Refresher / Recertification
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Course description

The NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Health & Safety is a basic qualification for people who 
are involved in health and safety at work. Such people include newly appointed safety advisors without previous 
experience, managers and supervisors with part-time responsibility for health and safety and safety representatives. 
For those appointed as part-time safety advisors the National General Certificate should give an adequate base for 
their work. However, for those with full time responsibilities as safety advisors, particularly in the more hazardous 
industries, further training will be required. Such people should consider obtaining the additional qualification of 
the NEBOSH National Diploma or a NEBOSH Specialist Certificate such as the NEBOSH National Certificate 
in Construction Safety and Health if they are working in a relevant industry.  
Please note this is an open book exam

Who should attend this course? 

There is no formal set of entry criteria for admission to the National General Certificate programme. However, the 
examination includes a requirement to write a short report. Candidates with limited or no experience of report 
writing will therefore be given additional training in this subject to enable them to complete the practical 
assessment successfully. 

Units and elements of competence

NEBOSH does not consider it appropriate to divide the NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Safety 
and Health into elements of competence, which could be of value individually in a work situation. A person who can 
recognise hazards but is unable to recognise the way in which people react to legislation, or is unable to carry out a 
workplace inspection, would not be competent to discharge responsibilities for the safety and health of others at work. 

Prerequisites

No previous experience is required. 

Key benefits

This is a 10-day, modulated, instructor-led course conducted over two to three weeks with the course covering the 
following modules:

NGC

Days 1-4: The Management of Health and Safety 
Days 5-10: Controlling Workplace Hazards, Day 10: Revision, Day 11: NGC theory assessment; this assessment is 
conducted over two hours.

Fire Risk Assessment

This is Conducted within the delegate’s own workplace. This is a practical and written assessment. On completion, 
the assessment is to be submitted to the course provider within 10 working days of the final theory assessments. If 
delegates do not have a workplace, the course provider will arrange a workplace in which delegates can carry out 
this assessment.

Duration

Duration Delivery Ways of learning Certification

10 days Classroom Public or private 
courses available

NEBOSH

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✗

NEBOSH National General Certificate  
in Occupational Health & Safety
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Course description

The NEBOSH Fire Safety and Risk Management Certificate aims to build on the knowledge gained from the NEBOSH 
National General Certificate. It provides an appropriate breadth of knowledge for those who are not specialists in fire 
safety, enabling them to effectively manage workplace fire safety within their roles. 

Throughout the course, health and safety experts will deliver each element and issue delegates with additional 
learning aids, making sure that they are able to cope with the number of guided learning hours and ultimately gain 
the essential knowledge required. 

Who should attend this course?

The NEBOSH Fire Safety and Risk Management Certificate has been designed for responsible persons, including 
appointed competent persons. 

Key benefits

• Delegates will gain an understanding of: 

• Fire Safety legislation

• Workplace fire hazards and methods of control

• The theory of accident/incident investigation

• Fire protection in buildings

• The legal framework and organisational responsibilities

• Fire risk assessment process  

Course content 

The elements covered within this NEBOSH course are:

• Element 1 - Managing fire safety

• Element 2 - Principles of fire and explosion

• Element 3 - Causes and prevention of fire 

• Element 4 - Fire protection in buildings

• Element 5 - Safety of people in the event of a fire

• Element 6 – Environmental impacts of fire 

• Element 7 – Risk-based fire safety 

Prerequisites

Entry to the NEBOSH Certificate in Fire Safety and Risk Management is for those having already attainted the 
NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Health & Safety, in particular Unit 1. 

Duration Maximum delegates Ways of learning Certification

5 days Classroom Public or private 
courses available

NEBOSH

Available locations:

Glasgow ✓ Edinburgh ✓ West Midlands ✗

NEBOSH Fire Safety & Risk Management
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The Health and Safety Advisory Service at GTG makes compliance simple. We’ll assess your workplace and create 
a tailored plan to make sure that your business is up to date with current legislation.

Our tailored advisory solutions make sure that employers can demonstrate compliance with statutory duties, 
establishing and implementing safety management systems.

We offer:

• Further qualifications

• Telephone support

• Hands-on help and workplace visits

• Industry-specific advice

• Information on new legislation

• Annual audits

• Compliance reviews

• Fire risk assessments

Our health and safety advisory team

Our health and safety consultants are highly skilled and have experience in various sectors and industries.

All our advisors are accredited by the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) and hold from Technical 
up to Chartered membership status. Our consultants are on hand to offer advice and guidance by email, telephone 
or face-to-face, giving you peace of mind and helping you to achieve a working environment that’s fully compliant.

Get in touch

To start with, you’ll receive a health and safety consultation with our advisors. We’ll discuss all the services we can 
offer to make sure that health and safety is effectively implemented in your workplace. From there, the price of our 
services depends on the size of your business, number of employees and your specific health and safety requirements.

We also offer an easy payment schedule, spread over 12 months.

To find out more about our pricing options, get in touch to book your free consultation today.

Health and Safety Advisory Service

GTG Glasgow
1330 South Street 
Glasgow 
G14 0BJ

0141 950 5600

GTG Edinburgh
1A Queen Anne Drive 
Lochend Industrial Estate
EH28 8PL

0131 333 6833

GTG West Midlands
Bearing Drive 
Wolverhampton
WV11 3SZ

01902 308 090

info@gtg.co.uk 
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